Two-Body System (S-Waves)
• Identify relevant scales: effective range expansion T (k) ∝ −1/a + r e k 2 /2 + . . .
• Natural case: R ∼ a, r e , .. −→ k 1/R: expand in ka, kr e , ..
• Large scattering length: a R ∼ r e , .. −→ universal properties T (k) ∝ −a 1 + ika 1 + r e ak 2 /2 1 + ika + . . . , 1/a ∼ k 1/r e
• Shallow bound/virtual states: B 2 =h 2 ma 2 (1 + r e /a + . . .)
• Nonperturbative resummation in EFT (van Kolck, Kaplan, Savage, Wise) Examples: Physical systems with large a
• Nuclear Physics: S-wave N N -scattering • Effective Lagrangian
• Full dimeron propagator:
• Match to effective range expansion: I(g 2 (Λ), Λ) =⇒ a
• Two-body amplitude:
where
Renormalization Group Behavior
• Discrete scale invariance Three-body Universality: Quantitative Aspects
• Low-energy three-body observables are determined by:
• Atom-dimer scattering length • Efimov effect (Efimov, Sov. J. Nucl. Phys. 12 ('71) 589)
• Efimov effect:
geometric spectrum of binding energies • Correlation between 3-body observables in systems with large scattering length a (cf. "Phillips line" in nuclear physics)
• Calculations with various approaches/potentials (TTY, LM2M2,...) (filled symbols: Motovilov, Sandhas, Sofianos, Kolganova, EPJ B 13 ('01) 33)
Four-Body Universality ?
• Extend to 4-body system with large a −→
4
He tetramer
• Is a 4-body parameter required @ leading order in r e /a?
• Theoretical situation confusing.... • Success of Efimov/EFT program in the three-nucleon sector suggests that QCD is close to the critical trajectory for an infrared limit cycle
• Conjecture: QCD can be tuned to the critical trajectory by small changes in the up-and down-quark masses. • Chiral N N -Potential:
•d 16 not well known
• D S,T unknown −→ dimensional analysis estimate:
Extrapolation in Quark Masses
(Epelbaum, Meißner, Glöckle, NPA 714 ('03) 535)
• Inverse scattering lengths N -Boson Droplets in 2D
• Study universal properties of weakly bound N -boson droplets in 2 spatial dimensions
• Weakly attractive interaction: g > 0
• Define running coupling g(R) → asymptotic freedom → use to calculate shallow N -body states
Boson Droplets in 2D
• All N -body energies are proportional to B 2
• Use classical field theory with running coupling g(R) to calculate B N (RG improved variational calculation)
→ minimize H with respect to size R and shape f (r/R)
• Minimization with respect to size R:
• Both T and V are of O(N ) → running coupling g(R) stabilizes droplet
• Minimization with respect to shape f → bell shape
• N -body bound states show exponential behavior
(HWH, D.T. Son, arXiv:cond-mat/0405206)
• Finite range interactions: 1 N N c ≈ 0.931 ln(R 2 /r 0 )
• How large is large?
• Few-body calculations for N = 3, 4 are available • Test for larger N in theory (D. Blume, in preparation) • Realize in experiment?
Outlook
• Few-body EFT -Halo nuclei -4-nucleon system, 4-body scattering,...
-Limit cycle on the lattice, Lüscher formula for 3-body system,...
• Many-body EFT -na 3 > ∼ 1, multiple components: stability, phase structure,... 
